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Abstract The coupling impedance of the APS vacuum chamber
Beam-coupling impedances (Z) for the 7-GEV APS stor- components was measured with a coaxial wire method, using

"age ring have been numerically estimated. In order to confirm a synthetic pulse technique [2]. The coaxial wire method is a
these calculations, the wire method with a synthetic pulse wide-spread teel for bench measurements of beam ,;oupling
technique was used to measure the beam coupling impedance impedance, By sending a short pulse through tile cenler wire
of v,'u'ious vacuum components ,around the main storage ring. of a transmission line or a vacuum chamber, the current dis-
A section of the beam+antechambers, a vacuum isolation tribution on the inner surface of the beam chamber can be ob-
valve with and without the RF shielding screen, an insertion rained which corresponds similarly to lhc current distribt, tio||
device, and a photon absorber were used as a device under test produced by a passing beam bunch. When the electromagnclic
(DUT) to obtain the results. The results were compared with field distribution has been perturbed by any discontint|ily, a
the computer simulations and the Z or k-dependlmce on bunch reaction on the center wire takes piace similar to ,thai of a pcr-
length was studied, tt|rbed w_dte field on file particle beam bunch,

Tile measurement procedure employed here is known a:' a
1. INTRODUCTION synthetic pulse technique. Sinc,-' any pulse defined as a fl_nc..

rien of amplitude over time can also be defined by its frc-
The beam coupling impedance (Z) must be kept small so quency spectrum of ,amplitude and phase, lhc synthetic pulse

that the desired operating current is achieved, A computation,'d can be generated in the time domain (TD) via lasl Inverse
investigation has been carried out to estimate the coupling Fourier Tr,'msform (FTT) from measurements taken in the frc-
impedance of a large variety of structures in the APS ring, quency domain (FD). This leads to higher spectral density than
This was done mainly by W.Chou [1], using the 2D, 3D real-time pulse measurements, thus giving a higher dynamic
MAFIA codes ,'rodthe TBCI code. The results are summariTed range and better repeatability.
in Table 1 as the APS impedance budget. However, the com-
puter simulation was not feasible in some cases due to the 2. LOSS PARAMETER AND IMPEDANCE
complexity of the task and some numbers shown irl Table 1
were scaled from PEP-data sheet (pump port, kicker, etc.). As For a given particle beam bunch with charge, q, the en-
seen, the largest longitudinal impedance is contributed by the ergy loss of the bunch is

RF cavities (even though the contribution of the fundament_d _I 1(I 1-I2) dt
mode has been subtracted from the calculation) ,and the trans- AE = Kq2= 2ZL q2 ' (eV), (1)
verse impedance is mainly contributed by the transitions be- (IIi dt)2
tween the beam chamber and the insertion device (lD) section.
The maximum permissible longitudinal impedance and the where ZL is the characteristic impedance of the transmission
transverse impedance are estimated to be 2 _ ,and 0.3 M/l/m, line or the wire running through the beam pipe, 11 is the cur-
respeclively, rent flowing through the reference cha|nber, 12 is the current

flowing through the DUT (see Fig.l), and K is the loss pa-

TABLE 1 APS Impedance Budget (after W.Chou, Ref, 1) rameter which is physically the energy loss in eV for a bunch
with a unit charge passing through the vacuum con|po|lent.

Component Number Impedance 'T'hus the longitudinal loss parameter can be computed from
Ztln Zt...... LM_9_L__ measurements by the integration of tile curren! over tile pulse

i, 'RFCavity(HEM) 15 0.2 0.0_ length, lt must be pointed out that K is also a function of par-
2, Transitionbetween chamber8, 34 0.03 0.06 ticle bunch length, o,

iosectlo,_ Broadband imped,'mce [3] represents tile impedance of the3, Transitionbetween chamber& 3 0.1 0,003
r_secllor, non-resonant device (e.g. any little disconlinuity around tile

4, Crolch absorber 160 0.01 0.002
5, Shielded bellows 160 0.0._ 0.007 storage ring), which is given as:
6. Shieldedtransitions 80 0,02 0.003
7. Flange tull-p_netratlonweldrnenl 480 0.01 0,008
8, Elliptical tube weldment 80 1E-3 1E-3 Z_'o_.
9. Shleldedendconflat 80 lE'3 1E.3 Z = (t'_), (2}
10. Valve 80 0,01 0,01 n
11.aeampositlonmealier 360 0.02 assuming that Q=I, where n = (0/(0o ((')o= 2ft/To is lhc rev-

' 12. Transition betweenchamber 120 3E-3 1E-3
W.&wigantechamber oh.ion frequency of a beam in a storage ring) andZ((t)) is lhc

la. ReslsUvewall 0.0t 0.0_ individual mode impedance of the DUT it} tile FD. Zlt,))can
14. Space charge 1E.5 0.03
_s.Others 0.3 also be computed from the measurements,

(kickers,bumpers, Ion pumpports, aic,)

Subtota 1 0._s [I l(O))-I2(cO)]
Budgetl.ubtotalX.") 23 0,3MWw, Z((e) = 2ZL ......ii_-O)..... (D.). (3)

where Ii((o), I2(o)) are the current measured for the REF and*Work supported by U.S.Department of Energy, Office of Basic
Sciences, under Contract W-3 I-I09-ENG-38. the DUT in the FD, respectively.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP during calibration, The room temperature was kept lit 72 + 3

°F to get a reliable signal from the DUT.
As depicted in Fig. 1, a Network Analyzer (HP8510B) was Three different types of center conductors were utilizx_d: a

used to measure the two-port S-parameters of the DUT. The 2 nim-brass wire, a 9.5 mm-Cu pipe, and an elliptical 50 W-
S-parameter or the scattering matrix represents a linear alge- matching A1 rod. Their characteristic impedances are 125, 8_,
braic relation between the incoming and outgoing signals for and, 50 _, respectively. Thin wire is used with a high-Q
any device. The measurement c,'dibraOon features in the HP structure, otherwise the wire causes a frequency shift and a dc-
8510B [5] were used in order to reduce or eliminate some of Queing in the resonant structure [15].The test system consists
the systern error which could be produced by any mismatch or of various APS vacuum components (60 cm long each }, and
imperfection of the connection or cable itself, the transition portions (3(1 cm each). Each transition portion

The frequency span was varied from 45 MHz to 18 GHz, is tapered at I0 o to eliminate multiple reflections due Io
depending on lhe appropriate synthetic pulse length. The effec- sharp discontinuities. The paramelers in the tesi syslenl and in
live pulse lengths with the frequency span of t_f =16 GHz, the APS storage ring are summarized in Table 2.
¢_rms, ,are 37.5 psec with Low Pass mode (LP) and 75 psec In the impedance computation, the use of the trnn_m_is-
with Band Pass mode (BP) which ,are comparable to the bunch sion coefficient ($21) instead of the reflection coefticienl
length of the 7-GEV APS positron beam. The cut-off fre- (S ii) reduces the e_ror in z((o) because the multiple retlec-
quency of the reference pipe ,also determines the choice of fre- tiorts must be considered for tile S11.
quency span. Above cut-off, modes in addition to TEM waves

could be generated and propagated through the pipe. An HP Table 2, Test system and APS storage ring paramelers
9000/308 computer was used for data acquisition and the con-
trol of the system. After the appropriate calibration was done, Characteristic impedance
the data was collected using the REF and the DUT in the FD of the center conductor, Z o = 125, 88, 50 _}.

to get the impedance, Z or Z/n,. Sweep frequency, Af = 45 MHz~18 GHz
Nominal energy, E = 7.0 GeV
Revolution Frequency, fo = 271.55 khz/ /

IIP851013 IPtOn[nJ Benmchnmber-culofffreq, fcut = 4.6 GHz
NETWORK llPlfl L__ __l

flNRLYZEII Single Bunch length, mi.q ¢Trm s = 5.3 mm

l Single Bunch length, FWHM = 27.5 p._

III' [15,t111 PnlNTFI1 Number of bunches, nb = 2(,)SWFEP /lEE. SWEEP GENERIqTBFI

I OMtlZ- 20GttZ Bunch current, Ib = 5 mA

- _ 4.1 Vacuum isolation valves

l A VAT Gate valve (Model S-47) was tested _lg_finsta

liP9000/508 ing. The RF shieldlng screens on Model S-47 line up wilh lhc
t:oMr,urER APS beam chamber ,;hd consist of 64 RF liners, e_ch of

,which measures 1.8 mm wide, 45 mm long, and ().1 mm
thick, wilh a 1.3-mm gap b'.'tween liners.

bl t..... J be Fig.2 shows tile resonances of the valve, when there is nc_
RF shielding. These resonances are str(ing enough (Z/n - {).08
_2, Q ~ a few ! 03 al many frequencies) to (tr, e tile I(mgiludi-

Fig.l Experimental setup nal coupling-bunch instability.

The TD option computes a synthetic pulse via FFF to _,_J,,,_= (Z/N,oU,,,,_ ,,_ r_,_, _r GH_7 r_ _9;
find the loss parameter, k. There are two modes available to RC;=.nc,_mCh_mt_,,', nor, I_oq_t,,_n Valvo _,,,'_,Rr
obtain the synthelic pulse: BP mode and LP mode, but only /the LP mode can be used to compute the loss faclor K I4].

' Some oi"the powerflfl features of the HP 8510B were used in-
cluding: 1) "Windowing", (available only ii, the TD) achieved

bY rnathematically filtering in the FD' lt can inlpr°ve viewing _t
the dynamic range of the response of the DLVFin the TD, but

at tile expense of increased pulse width. Usually the "nounal" I _j_ III/ /_/"\I"1 /ill

mode was used, 2) "Gating", a time-filleting tool which al- _ _
lows one lo select tile response at a part.cular portion of the

DUT in the TD. Converting "gated" data back 1o the FD, one "\v' / ,-, '
can see the frequency response at thal particui,'u" portion of the " .... -

• O1

DUT as weil. -_-_5 FREOUrNCYaN GH:.
Temperature variation around tile network analyzer is Fig. 2 Broadband impedance for the valve w/o RF shielding

minimized to stabilize the signal from the source, especially
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Resonances with the model S-47 valve appear due to the fact =1 nsec was opened to cover ali the reflection around tile rm
that there are the gaps in the flanges between the bemn cham- intrusion (7 cm long), The computed K-values for tile,,
ber ,and the S..47, The broadb,'md impedance is much smMler (~ intrusions are also shown in thin figure, Data for the sharp in-
0,01 _) and the Q value is lower (< 20) for these gaps at 2.3 trusions has nat yet completely taken, but some initial data
GHz. Closing the flange gaps with Ims RF gaskets signifi- indicates that the loss factor for the sharp inlrusinn is much
cantly reduces the impedance down to 3x 10-4 Q, and using the smaller than that of the round intrusion,
"Gate" tool (G = 0,2 nsec) selects only the impedance clue to 7 cm 10 cm

the RF liners (4 x 10-5 f2). These results are summarized in -f'--"X 1 cmTable 3, The total impedance of 8() valves (0.03 .Q) is some .... I
I Iwhat higher than the calculated value (0,01 g_), but its coat:i- I

bution to the total impedance budget is minimal (I,5 %, see ] ]Table 1),

Table 3 Lossparameter,andimpedance Fig. 3 Intrusions (round & sharp)
for the isolation valve (* means a peak value),

btl on I '¢ L. It'4l:Al-!
Ill:F: O._') lanl [I

Isolation valve Lass factor Impedance + .,. to.,,,F......
K (V/pC) Z/_!L.(_2_ Iti;t Fii}/i_ i;(Itod,idp"j37;13fi-i'"r a rF-i-gi C7-7a- Fg'-"_. ;--g,_i _,_l-ff_

w/o RF, gasket 0,1 0,08* _ ..................................................
w RF but w/o gasket 0,01 0,002* 4. _ ,._ _ _2-___.......

' t:-tul+_-,,, ......... [.............. --/w RF, gasket,w/o Gate 4 x 10-3 4 x 10-4
w RF,gasket,Gate 2,5 x 10.3 4 x 10-5 ,,, , ,, ,,,,,,,II I \

?(i-._+ALUi.... t'z.,_._'_.._.l...... I._ V _%__

.,.a, , ,,,..' /"-"_'L ,/ _ .___4,2 Beam chaml_ers tl-Wl!.<r-:.-._.z._+.... c__z_........ i.v__.
.t.6_ i I J" 4 , 1.--.. If'+'

(I + I,Ol I

Small sections of the beam+antechambers (one wittl a ta- ,,.... ,,-.,___ L ._
pered transition to the antechamber [ANTEI] and the other Fu......_t,.._r_-'+-_z :..... _ .... --.._.___-=i..i. ........ I '_'.-.-----

. -,,-..,__.---'4--=:_r :.-_-._ -._-L___ i _ ..-c_ __. =.._:::=
with an abrupt transition to the antechamber [ANTE2I) were !,,,r......... I I _-_

used,-m the DUT, andthe beam chamber [BEAM] was used as _ [_ [ J_TZ" -_i+iii_ _-- -_----_'the reference pipe. The beam ch,'unber has an elliptical cross -+
section with major axis 2a = 8.5 cre, and minor axis 2b = 4.2 .......
cs, which connects to the antechmnber through a l-cs slot. ct-Nrt-'R4._ ,,,SP AN I. _il n _,

The cutoff frequency of the beam pipe is about 4.6 GHz, and
16 GHz for the I-cm slot, Fig.4 TD transform of the S 11 for the rourK! intrusion

In the measurements, the reproducibility error was 6x10 -4 with I = 0 to 2.5 cm ,and their lt)ss factor, k.
V/pC for Af =16 GHz span and the k-value was measured to 6. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
be 2 x 10-3 V/pC. In addition, the data for ANTEI (tapered
tr,'msition) ,'sd ANTE2 (abrupt transition) were collected and
compared. The measurements showed that there wan no differ- The authors would like to thank Dr.F.Caspers at CERN
ence within measurement error in terms of the loss par,'uneter for stimulating discussions. Als() thanks must be given tn
due to the shape of the transition to the antechamber, D.F.Voss and E.Wallace for their technical support.
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